TAMA Executive Committee Tele meeting
09/19/2018, 9:00 pm to 10:00 pm

EC Members: | In Attendance | Non-Attendees without Notification: | Non-Attendees with Notification: |
---|---|---|---|
Manoj Tatikonda | Yes | | |
Venky Gadde | Yes | | |
Bharath Maddineni | Yes | | |
Innaiah Yenumala | Yes | | |
Rajesh Tadikamalla | | Notified | |
Bharath Avireneni | Yes | | |
Ramesh Vennelakanti | Yes | | |
Sravani Rachakulla | | Notified | |
Nagesh Doddaka | Yes | | |
Ravi Kalli | Yes | | |
Bilhan Alapati | Yes | | |
Prasad Kunderu | | Absent | |
Sairam Karumanchi | Yes | | |

Meeting Minutes Summary:
Agenda:

Mahila Sambaralu Feedback
Website Updates
Newsletter Updates
Notes:

**Mahila Sambaralu Feedback:**
- Mahila Sambaralu gift missed and not provided on stage – Saritha – Badminton 2nd runner up- Sravani Garu to reach out.
- Raffles criteria/process-
- Program Sheet – Need to be discussed a week before.
- Event got good feedback overall.

**Media Updates:**
- Sports Event Photos – Prasad k - Pending
- Deepavali & Chess Flyers – Needed
- Mahila Sambaralu Photos – Prasad k - Pending

**Newsletter Updates:**
- Add Kakatiya Property flyer in Newsletter 5 weeks – To do
- Mahila Sambaralu Writeup – Sairam/Sravani
- Remove expired flyers - pending
- Bharath Avirneni provided details on how Harikrishna Exclusive NL was sent after confirmation in EC whatsapp/email. No one had raised any objections when proposed in EC. Requested if anyone has future concerns to respond in whatsapp/email/call. This was sent as per existing standard. Same way Dasari Narayana Rao Exclusive NL was sent in 2017.
- Rajesh Tadikamalla posted in EC/Board whatsapp group earlier that NTR Vardanthi Flyer was sent in NL and Pavankalyan Birthday should also to be sent in same category.
  Bharath Maddineni provided clarification to above. NTR Trust & YSR Foundation flyers were sent in the past. Any flyers associated with Vardanthi/Jayanthi related to Trust/ Foundations can be sent. All EC members who were part of the committee had no concerns sending these flyers when these were sent.
- Secretary requested to provide feedback if Birthday flyers for living celebrity/political/TAMA members can be sent. All EC members in call said no to sending birthday flyers.

**Clinic Updates:**
- Sorting files – To do
- Files, folders to buy - To do

**Website Updates:**
- Bharath A to get quotes - Pending
- Update Compass logo in website - Pending

**Magazine Updates:**
- Sairam to reach out to Vinay/Murali/Hemanth - Pending

**Financial Updates:**
- Literary Event Expenses
- Sponsors pending list: Innaiah garu, EIS, Kris Gadde, Prudential, WeCare
- Financials Quarterly Report
- Innaiah Unavailable from Nov20th

**General Updates:**
- GBM Notification – Sent – Oct 13th
- Election Notification – Pending

**Deepavali Updates:**
- No school available so far
- To Try Denmark School- Mark Carren
- Meadowcreek school
- Berkmar
- Independence High (Milton)

Meeting minutes by – Bharath Maddineni, General Secretary